x Down the Rabbit Hole:

The Artists’ Books of walking bird press
d un can ma j o r

Interactive packaging for the 2005 edition of Down the Rabbit Hole.
Credit: Ned Pratt.

You pick up a clamshell box dressed in taupe book cloth. Down the
Rabbit Hole, reads the label on the spine. Inside, a package is carefully
wrapped in fibre-flecked Japanese paper, tied with a red cord. Curiously, the item is fitted with a willow twig handle. And curiouser:
a tag tied to the handle—1. LIFT ME. Another tag on the cord—
2. PULL ME. You heed the instructions, lifting the handle, then freeing the knot and thump—the package descends. It’s been transformed into a column of museum board layers, a foot and a half
in length, hinged with gradated paper. Ah. A tunnel book. You peer
inside and read, along a spiral of descending squares, layer by layer,
an abridged version of the start of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland:
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Tara Bryan with her Vandercook SP-15 proof press.
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Either the well was very deep/or she fell very slowly/for she had plenty of
time / to look around her/and to wonder/what was going/to happen next....

And at the very bottom of the ‘well’—‘thump! / thump! / The fall was
over.’ Inventive, surprising, exquisite, charming—this book is nothing short of masterful in its interplay of content and form. It has all
the hallmarks of a handmade book issued from walking bird press,
the studio of Tara Tidwell Bryan RCA (1953–2020).
A prolific, multi-versed artist, Tara was born and educated in the
United States, but settled in Flatrock, Newfoundland, in 1992. Her
primary modes of artistic creation were oil painting, printmaking,
poetry and letterpress bookmaking. Though mainly known in Newfoundland for her awe-inspiring landscape paintings and still lifes,
Tara generated an extensive catalogue of letterpress-printed books
collected by major libraries and private collectors across the
globe — ranging from livres d’artiste to miniature, improvisational,
pop-up, one-of-a-kind and tunnel books. Most were handmade in her
studio printshop, which was home to a wide-ranging collection of
antique presses, wood and metal type and bookmaking supplies.
Her artists’ books are highly imaginative pieces that defy convention, displaying a remarkable range of talents. They are the works of
an artistic polymath who wrote poetry and illustrated as proficiently
as she engineered complex folding structures; who had a knack for
fruitful collaboration; who loved to instill wonder and surprise in her
ingenious creations.
Tara was deeply committed to cultivating the artistic vision of
others. She mentored printshop assistants, taught bookbinding,
generously gave authors and visual artists a venue to explore new
territory and essentially brought book arts to Newfoundland and
Labrador. Some walking bird collaborators included authors Don
Austin, Crispin Elsted, Kevin Major and Don McKay; visual artists
Anne Meredith Barry, Luben Boykov, Marlene Creates, Janet Davis,
John Hartman, Robin Smith Peck, Elena Popova and myself; printers Robin McGrath and Marnie Parsons. In 2012 Tara was inducted
into the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts (R C A) for her contributions to book design, and she received many awards and honours
through her career — most recently in June 2021, when she was
posthumously given an Endurance Award by Visual Artists Newfoundland & Labrador.
As Tara’s printer’s devil, friend and mentee, I had a hand in
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Down the Rabbit Hole (2016). Credit: Ned Pratt.
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producing many of Tara’s books. They are varied, and often defy categorization; their number, vast. For the purposes of this article, I have
identified a few categories of walking bird’s output—large-scale collaborative works, solo creations and ephemeral pieces—and will
describe some pieces from each. I can only hope that this humbling
exercise will inspire a more comprehensive study of walking bird
press’s brilliant work.
Beginnings, and a Pressing Discovery

But first, a little about Tara. She was born in Cuero, Texas, in 1953,
which she would have informed you is the Turkey Capital of the
World. Her fascination with visual arts and books was evident at an
early age, spurred on by weekly visits to a local ‘bookmobile’ (a
pilot project of the Texas State Library in the fifties and sixties) and
her mother’s job as an art instructor. Tara was an avid drawer since
she could first hold a pencil. When she was seven, the Tidwells
moved to Oklahoma City where Tara honed her artistic skills in
high school, creating etchings, woodcuts and a handwritten, oneof-a-kind handmade book, The Story of Orville (1972), painted in
watercolours. By the late 1970s, Tara was teaching art to elementary school students and tutoring a variety of subjects, including
English, French, Spanish and math.
Tara truly discovered the magnitude of book arts at the University of Wisconsin–Madison, under the tutelage of Walter Hamady.
She had moved to New Mexico to pursue a degree in music theory
and composition at the University of New Mexico, and after graduating in 1975 spent several years tutoring students and living on a farm
before enrolling in an MFA in painting at UW–Madison. Tara was
entering the university at a time when it had one of the largest art
departments in the country, with forty faculty members,1 and a thriving book-arts scene spearheaded by Warrington Colescott, Jim
Escalante, Walter Hamady, Phil Hamilton and Mary Hark.2 Hamady,
who, when not teaching papermaking, bookbinding and letterpress
printing, ran Perishable Press, had a lasting impression on Bryan, and
no doubt inspired her to found her first imprint, Pterodactyl Press.
During this time, she designed, illustrated and printed The Great Wall
of Ten Thousand Li (1987), The Deaths of the Two Dans (1987) and The Story of
Orville. All, of course, in addition to painting, which was the primary
focus of her degree.
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The Great Wall of Ten Thousand Li (1987)
features an etching that spans twenty pages.

In the midst of her MFA, Tara spent a year in Chongqing, China.
Her time in proximity to the Yangtze River, rural mountainscapes and
Chinese artwork profoundly adected her painting technique and her
ability to distill the drama of a landscape into deceptively simple
forms. It also informed her book work. Tara was intrigued by the
political, social and physical significance of the Great Wall. In 1987 she
wrote, illustrated, printed and bound a remarkable book, The Great
Wall of Ten Thousand Li, which in many ways characterizes Tara’s book
work. This three-inch-square book, in concertina format, comes in a
clamshell box. The book is bound in kurume gasuri paper, a handdyed paper with a pattern resembling bits of mortar. The text is a
prose poem about the Wall’s mythical origins and its visibility from
space. When the accordion is expanded, the book spans sixty inches,
with one stunning, seamless, black etching depicting the Wall
snaking through mountains. Tara later returned to the concept of a
concertina landscape repeatedly, fascinated by the magic of opening
an accordion to reveal an image that rolls across the folds and subverts the codex format.
After completing her MFA, Tara relocated to Valley Cottage,
New York, a hamlet roughly an hour outside of New York City. During
this period, she also worked for Vincent FitzGerald Livres d’Artiste,
and as an art instructor to school and college students. She also
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frequented the Center for Book Arts in New York City, taking courses
from artists like Carol Barton, Carolyn Chadwick, Hedi Kyle, Barbara
Mauriello, Scott McCarney and Susan Share at the Center, in exchange
for working hours in the printshop.
In New York Tara acquired a Vandercook SP-15 proof press and six
cabinets of type, either from a priest with a parish printshop or a private press operator (none of her friends are quite sure), and changed
Pterodactyl Press to walking bird press. She also joined the Westchester Chappel, a membership group of letterpress printers—a
relationship she maintained for the rest of her life.
Finding Newfoundland

Then came a big surprise. In 1989, Tara spent ten days in Newfoundland visiting a friend from graduate school. She fell for the place—its
ever-present shorelines, brutal clids, salt air, the palette of its terrain — and for a Canadian geologist, George Jenner. Tara visited again
in 1990, married Jenner in 1991 and by the following year was packing
her belongings, including tonnes of letterpress equipment, into a UHaul and driving to St. John’s.
In Newfoundland, Tara discovered the ideal environment for her
artistic practice to flourish. She worked for two years as the director

In the Hands of the Wind (1993) contains sixteen linoleum prints
inspired by the weathered landscape of Newfoundland.
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One of the linoleum prints from In the Hands of the Wind (1993).

of the artist-run gallery Eastern Edge, all the while forging connections with local artists, finding representation at Christina Parker
Gallery, setting up a studio and, of course, painting. Awed by the
ruggedness of the landscape, the passing of icebergs, the whales and
the diverse geological formations, Tara found no shortage of inspiration for her artistic expression. She became a full-time exhibiting
painter, book artist and freelance art instructor.
One of the books walking bird press produced during this period
is entitled In the Hands of the Wind (1993). It features eight black
linocuts by Tara, and eight by Ann Bowman, the friend who first
invited her to Newfoundland. With its bone-clasp enclosure, textured handmade papers and subtle letterpress impressions, this book
exemplifies Tara’s passion for making books that are as tactile as they
are visual. The linocuts are alive with vitality and texture, and convey
a sense of newfound passion for a place. As the colophon says,
The images in this visual ode to the Newfoundland coastline are alternately
by Tara Bryan and Ann Bowman, two artists who, at diderent times in their
lives, have chosen to live on The Rock. Whether one stays forever or visits
briefly, this place burrows hauntingly into one’s heart.

walking bird Gets Its Wings

The walking bird press soon found a more stable home in a rather
unconventional setting. In 1995 TJ’s Place, a garage specializing in
Volvos and rare vehicles, rented Tara a space that served the dual purpose of painting studio and printshop. It consisted of one long room,
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Gros Morne Time Lines (2000) included caribou-bone toggles designed
and carved by Don Beaubier and Bill Luby.

with a couple of windows, and housed a slew, or maybe a stew, of
presses, type and art supplies. She reserved a small section as her
painting area, which also doubled as a book-assembly station. To
get to a sink to wash a brush one had to cross through the storage
garage, using a flashlight to negotiate a maze of expertly parked
vintage automobiles.
A second SP-15 soon joined the first, along with an 8 x 12 Chandler & Price platen press and a couple of smaller platen presses. A
Kensol machine proved an exciting acquisition for hot stamping
cloth covers. A trio of book presses (one, a towering hunk of cast
iron) saw a revolving door of projects through their jaws. Tara was
fortunate to salvage a twelve-drawer cabinet of wood type from Long
Brothers Printing on Water Street, which held a mix of Tuscan and
Gothic faces, large and small, in excellent condition. It was wellloved. Her book faces included Century Schoolbook, Garamond,
Palatino, and later, Bembo, Joanna and Van Dijck, freshly cast by the
Letterfoundry of Michael and Winifred Bixler in Skaneateles, New
York. There were also scripts, decorative faces, a few drawers of midcentury gothics and a rich garden of cuts, caps, floral borders, manicules and a miscellany of advertising cuts. A strange, wonderful,
unsuspecting place, TJ’s was visited by many, always filled with music
and well-guarded by one of Tara’s dutiful dogs.
TJ’s was also a great place for a teenager’s summer job. I began
working as walking bird’s printer’s devil and bookbinding assistant
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Gros Morne Time Lines (2000) included caribou-bone toggles and polished inserts of five-hundred-million-year-old peridotite.
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in 2000, just after my fourteenth birthday. My father, Kevin Major,
had written the text for From Eastern Ports (1998), and Tara, on the lookout for an assistant, asked if I would consider the position. Soon I was
working at TJ’s every summer, and the occasional weekend, and
before I knew it Tara and walking bird press were an integral part of
my life. Tara became my mentor, confidante, dear friend and guiding
light. A gifted teacher, she patiently taught me to set type, print and
bind, and was endlessly generous—as she was to many—with her
time, expertise and materials. She inspired me to later found my own
imprint, Walpurgis Press.
We had a motto that we worked by at TJ’s: there are no problems,
only solutions. Of course, because of Tara’s high standards and love of
artistic risk-taking, walking bird books encountered many problems
in the making. But it didn’t matter. A problem was just another puzzle to solve. And in this way, we pressed on.
Collaborative Works

Tara was, in her own words, ‘inspired by the process of collaboration
and the unexpected outcome of working closely with other artists.’3
Many of walking bird press’s most ambitious productions are collaborations in which Tara assumed the role of designer and bookbinder,
with the artwork and words of other artists taking the stage. Tara
enjoyed constructing an environment, often new to a collaborator, in
which they could explore new territory in their work.
One such edition is Gros Morne Time Lines, one of walking bird’s
most detailed productions. The book was made possible by the Millenium Fund, a Canada Council for the Arts grant program designed to
celebrate the year 2000. The assembled team included Tara, artist
Anne Meredith Barry and author Kevin Major. The subject of the
book was Gros Morne National Park, a unesco heritage site with
unique geographical features, situated on the west coast of Newfoundland. Tara’s first introduction to the island had included a trip
to Gros Morne, Major’s ancestors lived in the area and Barry had
recently finished a residency in the park.
Every detail of Gros Morne Time Lines was carefully curated. Its
burnt orange cover embodies the hue of the Tablelands, a prominent
landmark of the park, composed of earth’s ancient mantle. Inlaid in
the cover is a small rectangular slab of polished serpentine peridotite,
a type of rock typical of the area. Barry created sublime linocut
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Each of the eighteen copies of To Stretch the Night (2001)
includes a one-of-a-kind bronze bas-relief cover
and a set of dazzling monotypes.
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Each of the eighteen copies of To Stretch the Night (2001) includes
a bas-relief cover and a set of dazzling monotypes.

landscapes and decorative textural colour fields—all printed by master printer Jerry Evans at St. Michael’s Printshop on laid paper. Additional illustrations were die-cast and printed letterpress, along with
Major’s poem—exactly 1,000 words in length to honour the millennial theme. At the back of the book, in a glassine envelope, four
stamps and two postcards with original prints, signed and numbered
by the artist, are included. The book is housed in a clamshell box with
toggles carved from caribou bone. With its thoughtfully orchestrated
elements all working in concert, the book is a stunning ode to a landscape. The edition sold quickly, and a second, trade edition was produced a few years later at two-thirds scale.
Perhaps the most sumptuous collaborative artists’ book to come
from walking bird press is To Stretch the Night: 11 Love Poems by Women, an
edition released in 2001 that brings together the artwork of printmaker Elena Popova and her husband, sculptor Luben Boykov. The
book is a staggering feat of printing and bookbinding. The eleven
poems — by poets such as Anna Akhmatova, Hwang Chin-i, Christina
Rossetti and Sappho—are printed in Gill Sans on thirteen dazzling
monotypes by Popova. Because each monotype was printed only
once, with Popova repainting a design in a slightly diderent way each
time, Bryan was challenged with the need to shift the print area constantly to accommodate the artwork.
The binding posed a challenge no less unnerving. Boykov crafted
a unique bronze bas-relief sculpture for each of the eighteen books in
the edition, meaning Tara had to contend with a very heavy cover in
contrast to a delicate interior. Her solution was to case the book with
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Illustration by Tara Bryan
for The True and Authentick History
of Amelia and Reginald (2013).
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The True and Authentick History of Amelia and Reginald (2013).

black-lacquered walnut boards, to which each sculpture would be
abxed. The spine material needed to be strong, so she selected calfskin. To cap od the edition’s singular approach, each book is assigned
not a number, but a colour.
Other collaborative editions put Tara’s talents as an illustrator on
display. She conceived of printing The True and Authentick History of
Amelia and Reginald (2013) as a book after being on the receiving end of
an episodic e-mail chain from an old friend, Rudolph Ellenbogen, rare
books curator at Columbia University. Upon hearing his children call
his e-mail missives from a trip to England a little dull, Ellenbogen

Foldout from The True and Authentick History of Amelia and Reginald.
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Tara sanded and printed type-high maple blocks to create the illustrations for Façades for Mark Rothko which won an Alcuin Society
Award for Excellence in Book Design in 2018. Credit: Ned Pratt.
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began composing a humorous eighteenth-century romance tale. Ten
years in the making, this thin volume, bound in a stately blue paper
cover, is a delight. The book is expertly set in Joanna and is complete
with ornaments, decorative borders, seven spot illustrations and
eight plates, including a foldout plate.
Tara’s pen-drawn illustrations, transferred to photopolymer and
printed letterpress, have all the character of the period, and while
cleverly complementing the humorous nature of the tale, demonstrate her outstanding architectural and figurative draughtsmanship.
As an illustrator, Tara was devoted to text, and had the ability to turn
her hand to whatever style she felt it required of her, rarely resorting
to the same style twice. Outside of her own publications, she produced illustrations for Jan Andrews’s To See the Stars (2019), Notes
(toward a poem about play) (2009) and Three Servings (2005), all published
by her close friend Marnie Parsons of Running the Goat, Books and
Broadsides.
Perhaps Tara’s most unique approach to illustration can be
found in one of walking bird’s final editions. Façades for Mark Rothko
(2018) is a poem in eleven pieces from Crispin Elsted, co-proprietor of
Barbarian Press in British Columbia. Tara first heard the poem read
aloud by Elsted, and inquired if she could print it. Illustrating the
book posed a dilemma, as Tara wanted to avoid obvious allusions to
Rothko or imagery that disrupted the flow of the poems. In the end,
she printed type-high blocks of solid maple that were cut to create
sublime textural grids, printed in Rothko-inspired hues. Tara writes,
A grid of 12 squares fit on a page, and I sanded 24 blocks to varying degrees,
leaving some saw marks, grain, and scratches for texture. Then I mixed ink
and proofed and rearranged them until I was happy. The grid is reminiscent
of a brick wall in need of mortar, light coming through the cracks and dissolving some of the bricks’ edges. To me, the images suggest façades as well as the
quiet internal light of Rothko’s paintings.4

The texture of the laid paper is visible in addition to the natural grain
of the wood blocks, creating a remarkable, transfixing edect. The
book earned walking bird press an Alcuin Society Award for Excellence in Book Design in Canada.
The walking bird collaborations numbered in the dozens, and
included such editions as From Eastern Ports (1998), Shallow Bay Beach
Walk (1999), Brigus (2006), L’Anse Amour/L’Anse aux Morts (2008), The
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The Bears Come to Tea (2015).

Bears Come to Tea (2015) (one of many books featuring her Airedale,
Pancho), Henry and Rose Make Contact (2015), Wesleyville (2018) and The
Great Wall of China (2018). Her book collaborations served as a way to
interface with other artists, to examine creative ideation and witness
the results.
Innovations in Form

Those walking bird press books that were conceived and produced
without a direct collaborator show Tara’s interest in playing with the
form of the book. Through multiple editions, Tara explored the limits
of book art, creating works that share common thematic elements—
a penchant for creating surprises for the book holder, and a love of
quotes, rhymes or statistics pulled from various historical sources.
One such specimen is Jack! (2000). Upon undoing a snap enclosure to open a cloth-covered square box, one gets a shock when the
guts of the book emerge, forcefully ejected from a spring hidden
inside the box. The lengthy concertina includes traditional sea
shanties, rhymes and poetry, as well as forty-three linocuts and two
woodcuts by Tara. Excess meets simplicity of form in this magnificent
work, of which twenty-four copies exist in diderent colour schemes.
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World Without End (2000) logs the irony of humanity’s long history of
apocalyptic predictions.

World Without End (2000) is a brilliant example of Tara’s interest in
historical content presented in playful book form. It was created, like
several walking bird books, for an open call project—cbbag’s Millennium in a Box, for which book artists were invited to create miniature
works on the subject of the future.5 On the sides of this laser-cut tunnel book, Tara included a list of dates marking apocalyptic predictions, along with the name of the augur or the disaster predicted.
A quote from Hamlet graces the back of the book’s case. Inside the
tunnel, sheep swirl into a cosmic vortex, along with imperatives —Believe / Bow / Bend / Fall.... The colophon is cleverly included
in a small pocket at the end of the tunnel.
One surprising aspect of Making Bread (not bombs) (2013) lies in
the juxtaposition of two seemingly disparate acts—war and baking.
The book uses an innovative double-sided ‘flag structure’ that makes
the book a sculptural experience. The book begins on the bread side,
with quotes from the likes of Gandhi and Woodrow Wilson and a
rumination on the human history and chemical magic of breadmaking. The flag structure then begins, and as you pull the book apart,
sections of paper jut out in opposing directions, reading as a list of traditional bread varieties, organized by, surprisingly, time zone. The
bomb side describes the 2007 destruction of a cultural district in
Baghdad by car bomb, and the flags list the number of bomb casualties during each month of that year. Each side features abstract water77

The laser-cut flag structure of Making Bread (not bombs) (2013) makes
the book a sculpture. Credit: Ned Pratt.

colour backgrounds, dramatic textural blooms that suggest the
expansion of yeasts and gases.
Tara once again experimented with the concertina format in the
Transaction series of miniature books, which features her own poetry.
In these books, created between 2001 and 2012, each page contains a
single word that can be taken in the context of a two-page spread, or
as an element of the fully extended accordion. With multiple ways to
read each poem, these works confront the viewer with shifting meaning. The poem is fused to the book—they are one organism.

Transaction, a concertina foldout.
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Down the Rabbit Hole (2016). Credit: Ned Pratt.

Other inventions of this nature include An Angel Takes My Hand
(1997); Sonnet to a Child (1997); The Send-off (1997); Mama, Where Did I
Come From? (1997), which is a book contained within two halves of a
small rock; Dental Hygiene (1997), constructed from a repurposed dental impression; Two Metaphysical Threes (1998), which uses a flexagon
structure; Pancho and the (non-existent) Bears (2000); The Ecosystem Is Inconvenient (2000); My Three Dogs (2008); a series of seven improvised oneof-a-kind books made in 2009; and Light (2018), in which led lights
illuminate a hidden poem. There were, of course, many more—not
the least of which is Down the Rabbit Hole, originally released in 2005
and re-released in a second edition in 2016. The original 2005 edition
won Best in Show at the North American Juried Art Exhibition in the
year of its release.
Ephemera

If books were her distraction from painting, then ephemera was her
distraction from both. Like most printers, Tara enjoyed the level of
experimentation kicked up by making invitations, calendar pages,
bookmarks, coasters, broadsides and tickets, as well as the chance to
bring lesser-used items around the shop into play.
Tara belonged to two renowned letterpress clubs, the Amalgamated Printers’ Association (APA) and the Westchester Chappel, and
both were incredibly important to the history and culture of walking
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The walking bird press’s Westchester Chappel
calendar page for 2002.
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bird press, as was her membership in cbbag. The APA collected an
annual number of pieces freely designed and printed by its members,
with no particular theme, that it assembled into bundles shipped
back to each member. Every time the bundle arrived at TJ’s, it was a
chance to see what other letterpress printers were up to, to get ideas,
to find new artwork for the walls. Printing pieces for the bundle was
often a duty Tara assigned to one of her assistants, meaning that it
was a mentorship opportunity. For the Westchester Chappel, the
annual challenge was to print a calendar page for an assigned month,
and this was frequently a reason for Tara to consult her many lexicons
in search of good quotations on a particular theme.
A personal favourite among Tara’s ephemeral works is a broadside of a poem written by Tara and Marnie Parsons, called ‘Type Pie’. A
Seussian ode to the woe of pied type, the text is printed using a few
diderent typefaces mixed together, again marrying content and form
in a jewel of a broadside. It hangs proudly in my kids’ bedroom.

Good Against the Nightmare (2008).

Walking On

In 2013, walking bird press moved out of TJ’s to a studio on Tara’s
property in Flatrock. The studio continued to be a training ground
for assistants, and was a busy atelier. She also bought a small house in
Wesleyville, where she worked with other artists and walked her dogs
by the beach.
By 2020, though ill, Tara was steadily working on book projects,
including The Boreal Poetry Garden, a collaboration with Marlene Creates and Don McKay, and a book about sea ice called Horizons, that I
was due to illustrate. However, this chapter of Tara’s life would be her
final one: she passed away in September 2020, leaving behind a vast
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Tablelands (1999).

artistic legacy, many loved ones and friends around the world. She
made an indelible mark on the lives of many artists, including myself,
and will long be remembered not only for her achievements on canvas and paper, but her generosity, excellent humour, great advice and
good company.
It’s clear that, with even just a brief foray into walking bird’s catalogue, Tara’s own artistic well was indeed deep. We have much to
learn from her dedication to, and achievements in, the art of printing
and bookmaking. Her dogged pursuit of creating magic in book
form — no matter how cranky the press or stubborn the paper—will
remind me forever to look past the plausible and consider the possible. Like Alice, you never really know what will happen next.6
For more about Tara Bryan and the walking bird press
visit: tarabryan.com.
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Tara Bryan teaching a class at Running the Goat,
Books and Broadsides.
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